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Overview


!  Tight interactions between galaxies provide unique 
insights into the processes which drive galaxy evolution


!  I will focus on how galaxy properties are affected by 
ongoing or relatively recent tight interactions, such as:

!  star formation rates

!  morphologies

!  metallicities

!  AGN fractions and accretion rates

!  gas fractions


!  I will not address the separate issue of the rate at 
which galaxies interact or merge

!  but stay tuned for talks this afternoon by Allison Man and 

Carlos López-Sanjuan




The Antennae (NGC 4038/4039)




Early Indications of Enhanced Star 
Formation in Interacting Galaxies


Larson and Tinsley (1978)




Scudder et al. (2012)


Torrey et al. (2012)




Torrey Merger Simulation (based on 
Patton et al. 2013)




Predictions From Simulations: Three Regimes

1)  first infall


!  no SFR enhancement (interaction has had no effect yet)

!  some of these pairs are quite close


2)  between first and second pericentre

!  moderately enhanced SFR

!  pair separations range from very small to > 100 kpc


3)  coalescing

!  strongly enhanced SFR

!  pair separations are small




Evidence for Enhanced Star Formation 
from Galaxy Pairs in Redshift Surveys


Robaina et al. (2009) 

Woods et al. (2006) Barton et al. (2000) Lambas et al. (2003) 

Ellison et al. (2008) 



Close Galaxy Pairs in SDSS


Patton et al. (2011)




Control Sample: Matching on Galaxy Type

!  Many galaxy properties (e.g. SFR) depend strongly on 

stellar mass and redshift

!  We therefore match each paired galaxy to a set of 

control galaxies, matching on stellar mass and redshift




Control Sample: Matching on Environment

!  Many galaxy properties also depend on environment

!  We therefore also match on:


!  N2: the number of companions within 2 Mpc, 1000 km/s, and 
a stellar mass ratio within 1:10


!  r2: the distance to the paired galaxy’s 2nd closest companion

!  r2 is matched to the control galaxy’s closest companion




Enhanced Star Formation in SDSS Pairs


Patton et al. (2013)




Comparison with Simulations


Patton et al. (2013)




Centrally Enhanced Star Formation in SDSS


Patton et al. (in prep)




A Clearly Interacting Wide Pair


Separation: 91 kpc


SFR enhanced by 5.6x


AGN




Asymmetries


!  Morphological disturbances provide a useful tool for 
confirming interactions and mergers


!  Metrics include the following:

!  visual classification (by experts, Galaxy Zoo, etc.)

!  asymmetry (e.g. Conselice et al. 2003)

!  Gini-M20 (e.g. Lotz et al. 2008)

!  presence of tidal tails (e.g. Bridge et al. 2007)

!  shape asymmetry! (Milena Pawlik’s talk this morning)


!  Applying these metrics to samples of galaxy pairs has 
proven to be particularly effective

!  dependence on pair separation provides a truth test

!  comparison with control samples allows one to address 

visual bias, projection effects, poor de-blending, etc.




Earlier Results on Asymmetry in Pairs


de Propris et al. (2007)


Ellison et al. (2010)




Recent Results From GAMA


Casteels et al. (2014)




Recent Results From SDSS


Qamar et al. (in prep.)




A Low Bar Fraction for Galaxy Zoo 2 Pairs


Casteels et al. (2013)




Morphologies of Pairs in Galaxy Zoo 2


Casteels et al. (2013)




How do Interactions Influence the 
Mass-Metallicity Relation?


Scudder et al. (2012)
Tremonti et al. (2004)




The LZ and MZ Relation for Pairs


Kewley et al. (2006) Ellison et al. (2008) 



Metallicity Dilution in Pairs


Scudder et al. (2012) 



Shallower Metallicity Gradients in Pairs


Kewley et al. (2010); see also Deise Rosa’s poster




Do Interactions Trigger AGN?


Ellison et al. (2011)




Close Pairs and Post-mergers in SDSS


Post-mergers (Ellison et al. 2013)
Close galaxy pairs (Patton et al. 2011)




Optical AGN in Pairs and Post-Mergers


Ellison et al. (2013)




Obscured AGN in Pairs and Post-Mergers


Satyapal et al. (2014)


WISE W1-W2 > 0.8 

WISE W1-W2 > 0.5 



Enhanced AGN Accretion


Satyapal et al. (2014)
Ellison et al. (2013)


optical infrared 



Relating Star Formation and Gas


Saintonge et al. (2012)




HI Gas in SDSS Pairs and Post-mergers


Ellison et al. (submitted); see also Fertig et al. (submitted) 



The HI Gas Fraction in Isolated Dwarf Pairs


Stierwalt et al. (in prep.) 



Conclusions


!  Galaxy pairs provide a sensitive probe of the influence 
of ongoing/recent tight interactions between galaxies


!  Compared with their more isolated counterparts, 
interacting galaxies tend to have

!  enhanced central SFRs

!  increased asymmetries

!  diluted nuclear metallicities

!  higher AGN fractions and accretion rates

!  similar HI gas fractions


!  Little is known about all of this at higher redshifts

!  Much can be learned from comparison with and 

interpretation of cosmological hydro simulations

!  e.g., Illustris, Eagle



